amazon.com/adam-tanner/books/biography-blog - adam tanner is one of america s leading experts on privacy and the commercialization of personal information he is the author of what stays in vegas the world of personal data lifeblood of big business and the end of privacy as we know it named by the washington post as one of 50 notable works of non fiction in 2014 and our bodies our, money/personal finance/news/advice information - latest news expert advice and information on money pensions property and more, different customers different prices thanks to big data - i am a fellow at harvard university s institute for quantitative social science and author of what stays in vegas the world of personal data lifeblood of big business and the end of privacy as we know it, data monitoring saves some people money on car forbes - drivers can get cheaper rates by letting insurers monitor the car what happens when the data are used against them, it news/careers/business/technology/reviews/computerworld - computerworld covers a range of technology topics with a focus on these core areas of it windows mobile apple enterprise office and productivity suites collaboration web browsers and blockchain as well as relevant information about companies such as microsoft apple and google, bdsm/library/lesbian slave auction ii return to stonebriar - lesbian slave auction ii return to stonebriar chapter 1 the night air was cool and refreshing as mistress natasha stared out from an open window looking out over the courtyard of her compound, woa impacts and carrying capacity - woa world population awareness is a non profit web publication seeking to inform people about overpopulation unsustainability and overconsumption the impacts including depletion of natural resources water oil soil fertilizers species loss malnutrition poverty displacement of people conflict and what can be done about it women s, colorado/gubernatorial and lieutenant gubernatorial - colorado gubernatorial and lieutenant gubernatorial election 2018 june 26 democratic primary, living alone comments from those who are doing it - did you know that 25 of the population of north america live alone in both the rural and urban environment without the company of another human being, between the lines by ivan foley/platecounty/landmark.com - listen i know it s summer and we ve all got some things going on but just in case you ve forgotten there s an election happening in august